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When you look at the Endangered Species Act overhaul plans in Congress, the important point to
consider is who wants these changes and what would happen if the current protections are gutted —
which seems the obvious goal of House Republicans.

For instance, the House-passed version of the bill would:

* Eliminate critical habitat designations for endangered species.

* Allow payments of taxpayer dollars for “losses” a property owner might sustain for having to
comply with wildlife protection regulations.

* Shred rules that now protect endangered species from pesticide use.

And on and on.

Forget the phony arguments these Republicans put forth for why the 1973 act must be revised. Their
sole purpose is to appease the business interests that support their campaigns and feel thwarted in
their plans for land tracts that are home to endangered species. Often, little else has stood in their way
when it comes to destroying habitat and fragile species in search of profit.

Have some environmentalists used the law to slow or stop projects? Sure. Have obscure animals or
plants blocked development plans, sometimes at the cost of employment? Of course.

Well, too bad. The overall effect of this act has been overwhelmingly beneficial.

Once habitats or species are gone, they are gone, and eventually our quality of life is gone as well.
Who wants to sacrifice that so ranchers, timber companies and developers can become richer? There
is a limit to how long mankind can exploit nature as if we were still in ancient Greece or Rome when
populations were minuscule compared to today, and that limit is fast approaching.

This is no time to take a very efficient legislative foot off the development brake pedal. We hope the
Senate will inject some sanity into this misguided “reform” process.


